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Abstract
001

Paraphrase is a restatement of a text that conveys002

the same meaning using different expressions. The003

evaluation of paraphrase generation (PG) is a com-004

plex task and currently lacks a complete picture of005

the criteria and metrics. In this paper, we survey the006

automatic evaluation metrics and human evaluation007

criteria of PG evaluation. Base on the survey re-008

sult, we propose a reference-free automatic toolkit009

and list clear human evaluation criteria. Moreover,010

we notice the paraphrases selection in downstream011

tasks and propose a simple but effective evaluation012

Filter model. It can fusion multi automatic metrics013

to fit the human evaluation without any references.014

1 Introduction015

Paraphrase generation (PG) is a substantial task016

in the natural language processing (NLP) field. A017

paraphrase is a restatement of the meaning of a018

text or passage using other words. An effective PG019

model is beneficial to many downstream tasks, such020

as question answering (Yin et al., 2015; Dong et al.,021

2017; Zhou et al., 2020), duplicate question detec-022

tion (Shah et al., 2018) and adversarial learning for023

neural networks (Iyyer et al., 2018).024

However, the evaluation of PG is a complex task025

and currently lacks a complete picture of its criteria026

and metrics. Different evaluation criteria or auto-027

matic metrics often appear in different research.028

And this makes it is difficult to compare and draw029

conclusions across papers. To survey the evaluation030

method, we collect 35 PG research in the past five031

years. We systematically summary the automatic032

evaluation metrics and human evaluation criteria,033

and then make statistics on their frequency.034

In Automatic Evaluation, we find that there are035

about 20 metrics have been used in the last five036

years. The most commonly used metrics, such as037

BLEU(Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin,038

Figure 1: An example for automatic evaluation through
BLUE and ROUGE. S1 with different semantic achieves
the highest score. Other lower scores sentences have the
same meaning and perfect expression.

2004), are derived from the evaluation of machine 039

translation (MT) tasks and calculated by referring 040

to a single reference. However, we notice this ap- 041

proach contradicts the expression diversity in para- 042

phrases. As shown in Figure1, S1 is semantically 043

different from the source but achieves higher BLEU 044

and ROUGE scores. Other sentences which have 045

the same meaning and better expression achieve 046

lower scores. Furthermore, we find the evaluation 047

relying on references violates the definition of para- 048

phrase, both in terms of semantic consistency and 049

diverse expressions. Therefore, we propose to eval- 050

uate the predictions of the PG model with reference- 051

free metrics and focus on three aspects: Relevance 052

(semantic consistency with source), Difference (ex- 053

pression difference with source), Diversity (various 054

expressions inside a group of predictions). 055

In Human Evaluation, we summary that the 056

common criteria can be divided into four major cat- 057

egories. However, we find that different work often 058

chooses different categories and the descriptions 059

show high diversity. To unify it, we organize a list 060

set of clear rules based on three aspects: Relevance 061

(semantic consistency), Difference (expression dif- 062

ference), and Fluency (expression fluency). 063

Our goal is to accurately evaluate the para- 064

phrases, and so that they can serve the downstream 065

tasks. However, for the paraphrases selection in 066

Downstream Tasks, it is inadequate to use a sin- 067
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gle automatic metric and unrealistic to use human068

evaluation. Therefore, we propose a simple but069

effective Filter model. The Filter can fusion multi-070

dimensional automatic metrics and get a score simi-071

lar to the human evaluation without any references.072

We summarize our contributions as follows:073

• We survey the evaluation of PG in two aspects:074

automatic evaluation and human evaluation.075

• Base on the survey result: (1) In automatic076

evaluation, we propose multi-dimensional cri-077

teria and a reference-free automatic toolkit;078

(2) In human evaluation, we propose unified079

criteria and a list set of clear rules.080

• We innovatively notice the paraphrase selec-081

tion in downstream tasks and propose a simple082

but effective Filter model. It can fusion multi083

automatic metrics to fit the human evaluation084

without any references.085

2 Automatic Evaluation086

Automatic evaluation of PG involves multiple crite-087

ria and requires different automatic metrics. How-088

ever, different metrics make it difficult to compare089

and draw conclusions across papers.090

2.1 Metrics091

From the 35 papers in the past five years, we statis-092

tics the metrics that have been used for the eval-093

uation on the Quora Duplicated Questions1 and094

summary them as follows:095

Expression Consistence with references is the096

most common PG automatic criterion. The widely-097

used metrics include: (1) BLEU(Papineni et al.,098

2002) is a common metric that uses N-gram match-099

ing rules; (2) ROUGE-n and ROUGE-L(Lin, 2004)100

are the recall-based evaluation metrics; (3) ME-101

TEOR(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) can measure102

partial semantic equivalents; (4) TER(Snover et al.,103

2006) measures the amount of editing.104

Semantic Relevance with source is valued by105

some PG tasks. The widely-used metrics include:106

(1) Bertscore(Zhang et al., 2019) computes a sim-107

ilarity score for each token; (2) Setence-BERT108

(SBERT)(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) computes109

the cosine similarity of sentence-level embeddings;110

(3) Embedding Average Cosine Similarity (EACS)111

and Greedy Matching Score (GMS)(Sharma et al.,112

1https://www.quora.com/q/quoradata/
First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs

2017) measure the similarity based on the cosine 113

similarity of embeddings on word and sentence lev- 114

els; (4) Paraphrase Detection score (PDS)(Kumar 115

et al., 2020) is a classifiers model trained on the 116

task of Paraphrase Detection. 117

Expression Difference with the source appears 118

frequently in recent PG work. The widely-used 119

metric is: (1) self-BLEU(Cao and Wan, 2020) cal- 120

culate BLEU between the prediction and source. 121

Diversity inside the set of predictions is used by 122

the multi-output PG tasks. The widely-used metrics 123

include: (1) Dist-n(Li et al., 2015) measures the 124

number of distinct n-grams within the predictions; 125

(2) mBLEU(Fan et al., 2018) computes the dissim- 126

ilarity of BLEU scores within the predictions; (3) 127

Pairwise-BLEU(Cao and Wan, 2020) evaluates the 128

average difference between the k predictions from 129

the same source; (4) self-BLEU(Zhu et al., 2018) 130

evaluate the BLEU within the predictions. 131

Syntax Structure consistence is evaluated by 132

some PG tasks. (1) TED-E and TED-R(Kumar 133

et al., 2020) evaluate the syntactic transfer using 134

Tree-edit distance(Zhang and Shasha, 1989) be- 135

tween the parse trees of the predictions with the syn- 136

tactic exemplars or with the references; (2) Parse 137

Tree Similarity(Iyyer et al., 2018) calculates the top 138

two levels of parse tree similarity among the predic- 139

tions; (3) Syntactic Tree (ST) Edit Distance(Chen 140

et al., 2019) computes the Tree-edit distance be- 141

tween parse trees after removing word tokens. 142

Other. Besides the above criteria, there are 143

some metrics for fluency and cross-evaluation: (1) 144

Negative Likelihood (NLL)(Miao et al., 2019) is 145

used to measure the fluency of the predictions; 146

(2) iBLEU(Sun and Zhou, 2012) penalizes the 147

similarity of the predictions with the source be- 148

sides the expression relevance to the references; (3) 149

BERT-iBLEU(Niu et al., 2020) encourages seman- 150

tic closeness while penalizing surface-form. 151

2.2 Statistics 152

As summarized above, there are about 20 automatic 153

metrics have been used in the recent PG work. We 154

make statistics on the times they have been used. 155

Table 1 shows the most commonly metrics. 156

BLEU ROUGE-n MET ROUGE-L
Times 34 23 18 11

iBLEU self-BLEU TER BERTscore
Times 9 7 6 3

Table 1: The Top-8 commonly used automatic metrics
and their occurrences times. MET is METEOR.
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The metrics such as BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR,157

which calculate by reference and derive from MT158

task, are the most common. We explore whether159

these metrics are equally applicable in PG tasks.160

2.3 Experiment161

We focus on the metrics relying on references and162

conduct the experiment on the Quora Duplicated163

Questions dataset. Compare with the Baselines:164

Source: taking the source sentence as results; Syn-165

onym: replacing a random word in the source sen-166

tence with its synonym; State-of-the-art PG Ap-167

proaches: DNPG (Li et al., 2019), LBOW-Topk168

(Fu et al., 2020) and IANet+S (Su et al., 2021).169

BLEU-4 (%) ↑ Rouge-L (%) ↑
Source 34.41 63.14
Synonym 25.03 56.29
DNPG 25.03 -
LBOW-Topk 26.17 56.43
IANet+S 27.09 58.01

Table 2: The automatic evaluation results of the metrics
that referring to the reference on the Quora dataset.

Table 2 show the results. Compare with the re-170

cently excellent PG approaches, completely copy-171

ing the source achieves a better score and Synonym172

achieves comparable scores. However, as we know,173

these are worthless to the downstream tasks. So it174

is incomplete to use the metrics which refer to the175

reference for the PG evaluation.176

2.4 Reference-Free Toolkit177

To avoid the drawbacks of relying on references178

evaluation and fit the PG requirements, we propose179

a reference-free evaluation toolkit that considers180

three aspects: Relevance, Difference, and Diver-181

sity. The evaluation toolkit includes a series of182

automatic evaluation metrics:183

Semantic Relevance: BERTscore184

Expression Difference: self-BLEU185

Group Diversity: group-BLEU (self-BLEU in-186

side the set of predictions)187

3 Human Evaluation188

Human evaluation plays an important role in PG189

evaluation. In the 35 PG work, 26 do the human190

evaluation. However, different PG research often191

chooses different criteria categories and shows high192

diversity in the descriptions for each category.193

3.1 Criteria 194

From 22 papers that have described the detail of 195

human evaluation criteria, we summary the criteria 196

and their keywords. 197

Fluency is an important criteria for human eval- 198

uation. The described keywords of this criterion 199

are fluency, readability, and plausibility. 200

Relevance in semantic is also a consideration in 201

human evaluation like automatic evaluation. The 202

described keywords of this criterion are relevance, 203

semantic, accuracy, consistency, coherence, equiv- 204

alence, and fidelity. 205

Difference in expression is included in some 206

human evaluation criteria. The described keywords 207

of this criterion are difference, diversity, surface 208

dissimilarity, and variability. 209

Diversity is evaluated by a few PG work with 210

multi-output. The described keywords of this crite- 211

rion are diversity and variability. 212

3.2 Statistics 213

We make statistics on the times of these criteria 214

appear, Table 3 shows the result. 215

Relevance Fluency Difference Diversity
Times 22 19 11 1

Table 3: In the 22 research, the occurrences times of the
human evaluation criteria.

Relevance, Fluency, and Difference are the most 216

common criteria in the human evaluation and it is 217

reasonable for the downstream tasks as well. How- 218

ever, the different selection and descriptions of the 219

human evaluation criteria bring inconvenience to 220

compare across research. We propose to use unified 221

criteria with the same keywords. 222

3.3 Unified Criteria 223

As claimed in (Howcroft et al., 2020), human evalu- 224

ation in natural language generation presents confu- 225

sion and is in urgent need of standard methods. The 226

human evaluation in PG tasks needs unified criteria. 227

We propose to perform human evaluation and grade 228

division from three aspects: Relevance (Semantic 229

Consistency), Fluency (Expression Fluency), and 230

Difference (Expression Difference). Since human 231

evaluation objects are separate paraphrase pairs, 232

we use fluency instead of diversity, which is the 233

important criterion in automatic evaluation. The 234

specific criteria is shown in Table 4. 235
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Score Criteria ExampleRelevance Fluency Difference
0 - - × How can I find the girl for me?
1 × × - How do you feed your cat?
2 O × - How can you find your cat?
3

√ √
O How can I find the girlfriend for me?

4
√ √

O How do I find my right girl?
5

√ √ √
Is there any way to find my right girl?

Table 4: Human Evaluation Criteria. The example is for the source: “How can I find the girl for me?". “O” means
partly meets the criteria. The difference between 3 and 4 points is the range of differences: words or structures.

4 Evaluation in Downstream Tasks236

After automatic evaluation and human evaluation,237

our ultimate goal is the paraphrases can serve down-238

stream tasks. For the selection of paraphrases in239

downstream tasks, it is inadequate to use a sin-240

gle automated metric and unrealistic to use human241

evaluation. Therefore, we propose a reference-free242

Filter model and it can fusion multi-dimensional243

automatic metrics and fit the human evaluation.244

4.1 Model245

For each paraphrase pairs ⟨X, Ŷ ⟩ , we pick out a246

human evaluation score H according to the criteria247

in Section 3.3 and a set of reference-free features248

A = [a1, a2, ..., an]. For A, based on the criteria in249

Section 2.4, we expand part automatic metrics to250

capture more features and delete the diversity met-251

rics for the separately paraphrase pair. Specifically,252

we pick out BERTscore, self-BLEU, self-ROUGE-253

n, self-ROUGE-L, Edit Distance, and Jaccard Dis-254

tance. Our objective is to build a mapping function255

f : A → H . We apply an XGBoost(Chen and256

Guestrin, 2016) model and use additive functions257

to predict the output.258

4.2 Experiment259

We construct a dataset to train the Filter. It con-260

tains 13,335 paraphrases pairs by mapping from261

the automatic scores to human evaluation scores.262

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the Filter, we263

conduct data augmentation experiments on the Text264

Classification task through paraphrase generation.265

4.2.1 Setup266

Dataset. We evaluate the Filter on StackOverflow267
2 (Xu et al., 2015) dataset. We randomly select 500,268

1000, 3000 data for the training set, 1000 data for269

the development set, and 2000 data for the test set.270

2https://github.com/jacoxu/
StackOverflow

Data Augmentstion. We generate paraphrases 271

by a sequence-to-sequence model for each orig- 272

inal sentence with a beam size of 5. We select 273

the unfiltered predictions or the Top-3 predictions 274

which score by the Filter and pair the results with 275

the tags of the original sentence for data augmen- 276

tation. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is used as a 277

multi-classification baseline for testing. 278

4.2.2 Results 279

As shown in Table 5, after selecting by our Filter, 280

not only the amount of data is reduced, but it also 281

promotes accuracy. This shows the effectiveness 282

of the Filter in the downstream task. 283

Data Size Base (%) Baseline Accuracy (%)

500 77.25 BERT 77.65
BERT+Filter 77.70

1000 79.75 BERT 80.25
BERT+Filter 81.10

3000 83.10 BERT 83.40
BERT+Filter 83.95

Table 5: The accuracy of Text Classification task. Base
represents the result without data augmentation.

5 Conclusion 284

In this paper, we analyze the evaluation of PG from 285

three aspects: automatic evaluation, human evalu- 286

ation, and downstream tasks. First, we survey the 287

PG evaluation in the automatic metrics and human 288

evaluation. Base on the survey result, in automatic 289

evaluation, we propose a set of multi-dimensional 290

criteria and create a reference-free toolkit. It can 291

avoid the limitations of the common evaluation 292

method relying on reference. For human evalua- 293

tion, we propose unified criteria and a list set of 294

clear rules. Moreover, to make up for the gap of 295

the PG evaluation in downstream tasks, we propose 296

a simple but effective Filter model. It can fusion 297

multi automatic metrics and fit human evaluation 298

to enhancement in downstream tasks. 299
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